SYS-CP, K, A & AG Shelving
Assembly Instruction
STEP 1: POSTS

Do the same for the back side of double sided gondolas.

Put 2 upright posts apart from each other. Ensure the black

For customized height, there might be 250mm high

adjustable feet are leveled with the floor.

pegboard backing, please check with us.
Place “Top Cap” across the posts to cover the pegboard
backings.

STEP 3: BASE SHELF
Place the base shelf on the post, clip inside the U shape
runner. At this stage please ensure the adjustable feet are
leveled with the floor.

STEP 4: CONNECTING BAYS IN A ROW
When you have 2 or more bays joining together, the upright
post become shared between 2 bays. Simply clip the
pegboard backing on the other side of the post.

STEP 2: PEGBOARD BACKING
There are 2 sizes of pegboard backing 300mm and 150mm
high. Start with 150mm high pegboard backing, clip into the
upright post starting from the bottom, then finish with
300mm high pegboard backing on the top.
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STEP 5: SHELF & BRACKETS
Insert shelf bracket into upright post, and rest shelf on the
brackets. Ensure it is locked in, so the shelf won’t slide off.
According to the number of levels in your order, please
place each level at desired height.
The shelf brackets are multi-angled, it allows for flat display
or slanting angled display. You should purchase wire front to
have angled display which prevent merchandise from
sliding off.

STEP 6: COMPLETE THE BAY
After complete each bay, please check the shelves are
locked in the brackets, and ensure the bay is leveled with
the floor.

CLIP ON END Assembly Instruction
There are 2 types of ends we can offer with double sided
shelving:


Clip On Ends



Single Sided Feature End
(this is same as single sided shelving, and it is
independent from double sided shelving)

How to Set up Clip On Ends:
STEP 1: FRAME
Bring 1 Clip On Frame to the end of Double Sided isle,
Clip into the double side post, and put the bottom clip into
the post, and secure with a long screw.
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STEP 3: SHELF & HOOKS
Make sure the black feet is leveled to the ground.
Now you can add hooks or shelves according to your order.

STEP 2: PEGBOARD BACKING
Clip pegboard backing into the frame, depending on the
height of the clip on ends, you will need below number of
backings.

